
Handwriting is a pattern
The fact that handwriting is a pattern is greatly to everyone’s advantage when it comes to teaching in the first
place or correcting later on. Pay no attention to people who say that you cannot change the way pupils form
their letters when they get to secondary school. You cannot force anyone to alter any of their letters that have
the wrong movement, but you can persuade them that it is to their benefit. That is done by demonstrating that
by getting the movement right their hand will move more smoothly, that letters can then join and it will be
quicker and more efficient.

Pupils must be able to feel this as well as see this. The easiest way is by using a pattern of letters from the same
family as the faulty one

For instance for the frequently wrongly formed ‘d’ try: cd cd cd

For ‘a’ or ‘g’ try ca ca ca for ‘g’ try cg cg cg then adadad which is a bit harder 

For ‘n’, ‘m’, and ‘r’ when they are written without the first stroke: 

hnhnhn hmhmhm hrhrhr progressing to nrnrnr and mrmrmr

Try it first in separate letters before embarking on joined up then words using the same family of letters. You
can apply the same principle to any letters finding a suitable partner with the same movement within the same
family. See also the opposite page.
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Handwriting is a pattern

Think of written letters as a pattern made up of very few strokes. There are long and short straight strokes, diagonal ones
and rounded ones. That leaves only dots and crosses on the letters ‘i’, ‘j’, ‘f’ and ‘t’.

are made up of straight strokes.

have under arches.

have a downstroke followed by an arch.

are all based on ‘c’ even though ‘e’ starts further round.

have diagonal strokes and so does this ‘k’.

start like ‘c’ then change direction.

All letters start at the top except ‘e‘ and ‘d‘. This is a useful tip.

Putting letters in family groups:

You can separate letters into those using the same strokes and deal with them in family groups. But remember it is meant
to be a moving pattern.
It is important to start at the right place and write the strokes in the correct direction. Then when the letters join up they
make an understandable pattern.




